The results of creation of theoretical (mathematical), empirical (statistical), semi-empirical computer models of forest fires are discussed. The features of intelligent computing, obtaining accurate analytical (in the scope of empirical and semi-empirical models), approximate solutions (in theoretical models) are noted. For different models, examples of preprocessing of initial data, including the use of artificial neural networks, are noted. Presentable examples of illustrating the results of numerical experiments by tools of cognitive graphics using Wolfram Mathematica are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Of the many natural and anthropogenic factors affecting the state and dynamics of forest ecosystems, fires are dominant and cause significant material and environmental damage. Forest fires are divided into underground fires, surface fires, active crown fires, running crown fires, and mass fires. The strongest change in environmental condition parameters occurs in the zone called fire front, which propagates at some speed by the territory, covered with forest, and is visually observed as a zone captured by a flame. As a rule the effects of smoke generation over a big territory and clouds formation over a fire zone, because of condensation of the water vapour released during combustible forest materials burning, take place. A number of researchers notice, that running crown fires possess the greatest speed of propagation. They are most dangerous in the ecological means.
The development of appropriate computer models and software, their inclusion in the decision support systems for the prevention of emergency situations in forests and the surrounding area is required for reasonable, successful actions for the prevention, elimination of forest fires.
Below, as in a number of scientific publications [1] [2] [3] , we will accept the following classification of computer models of forest fires: theoretical (mathematical), empirical (statistical), semi-empirical.
Interest in computer, mathematical models of forest fires, which are developed from the 1940s to the present time, is due to a large number of scientific and practical issues. There are some successes, but in many scientific publications it is noted that there are a number of problems.
In Belarus, much attention is paid to the problem of computer modelling of forest fires. In particular, the scientists of the Belarusian State University and the Institute of Mathematics of National Academy of Sciences of Belarus developed adapted theoretical and semi-empirical models of crown and surface forest fires. The program complexes of calculations of forecast characteristics for the conditions prevailing on the territory of the country forests are developed.
II. THEORETICAL MODELS
Theoretical models are based on the laws of continuum mechanics, other fundamental laws of physics and chemistry. Only they describe the formation of processes in dynamics taking into account general and local factors, inhomogeneities and allow answering a very wide range of questions. Mathematical descriptions of theoretical models are given, as a rule, in the form of a system of partial differential equations. Initial mathematical descriptions are usually written in dimensional variables, each law relates the values that determine the parameters of processes, the number of which is large, respectively. Usually the original system of mathematical descriptions has a large number of equations and expressions.
The development of theoretical models, the proposed numerical method for solving the corresponding boundary value problems for the modelling of crown and surface fires can be traced in articles [4, 5] .
The creation of any computer model involves the analysis, the application of the theory of similarity and dimensions, reducing the number of equations, the correct formulation of the initial boundary value problem. The development of computer algebra systems (CAS) opens up new opportunities, and not only in the performance of various calculations, mathematical symbolic manipulations where you have to deal with conditions, complicated formulas, expressions. Now there is reason to say that artificial intelligence, CAS provides researchers with tools for automatically obtaining new formulations of initial boundary value problems.
The development of theoretical computer models, performing with their use of computational experiments involves practical work with a computer in three different areas: pre-processing of the original data, the implementation of algorithms for calculating approximate solutions of the model equations, analysis of the results. Note the practical solutions that determine the effectiveness of the models [2, 4] .
In part of preprocessing of the primary data used CAS Wolfram Mathematica significantly facilitates the starting analysis of the initial information. The corresponding tools of CAS are useful in the analysis of dimensions, the conversion of the values originally represented in different measurement systems, the transformation to dimensionless quantities [6, 7] .
The classification and initial preparation of information for models involves extracting data from remote servers. For example, the above-mentioned models [2, 4, 7] require characteristics of the forest and terrain, current weather conditions, including temperature, humidity, wind direction and speed, humidity for the previous 2 weeks. Technical aspects of such questions are considered and illustrated by examples in [7] .
It is known that the data to be analyzed contain measurement errors, including system and random ones. In solving problems of mathematical modelling, the equations are written in differential form, so the original data (tooling of model) must be continuous, moreover, as a rule, the distribution should be smooth functions. Initially, the training used in theoretical models of distributions and functions were performed by specialists, and it took a lot of time. Currently, the software package includes and uses artificial neural networks. Examples of application of artificial neural networks, different variants of preprocessing and obtaining approximating smooth functions are presented in [8, 9] .
The results of computer modelling, the examples of intelligent computing, the rules of formation of databases on the calculation protocols, research and forecasts of possible scenarios of crown forest fires propagation are presented in [2, 4, 5, [10] [11] [12] .
It is also important to note that interactive visualization tools are used, and this significantly expands the possibilities of analyzing and interpreting the dynamics of processes. In particular, the analysis of the numerical results calculated on adapted model [2, 4] shows that two various scenarios of forest fire behaviour are possible: self-extinction and steady propagation. Using the computer model the question on boundaries, switch points of scenarios of fire processsteady propagation or extinction were studied (figure 1).
Whenever possible it is necessary to localize the switch lineone scenario on the one hand, another on the opposite. A study involves the calculation of variants in a wide range of determining parameters, the analysis of results defined in hyperspace (density of combustible forest materials, moisture content, equilibrium wind velocity) of sequence of points, fixing the scenario of the process. A number of practical problems have been solved with the help of the developed software [10] [11] [12] . In particular, the dynamics of running crown fires in forests whose characteristics are not constant was modelled and analyzed. Corresponding conditions describe the practical challenges of forest fire fighting, such as the availability of forest buffer stripsstrips free of forest vegetation (fuel breaks, rails, roads, watercourses), and fire barriersstrips with artificially increased water content, as well as strips of trees of non-combustible sorts. The executed numerical experiments allowed getting the width and length of a fuel break or fire barrier (and its moisture content) required for fire extinction.
The problems of computer modelling of surface forest fires under different conditions and for different configurations of forests were also considered [5] , figures 2, 3. As in the case of running crown fires, it is principal to use interactive graphical visualization tools [13] [14] [15] .
III. SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELS
The empirical (statistical) models systematize data on the rate of spread of forest fire when changing the selected number of controlled parameters, determined by the correlation coefficients for each independent variable. Such an approach does not study the mechanism of the phenomenon; the resulting relations, strictly speaking, cannot be extended beyond the applicability of the statistics used, and within them a forecast is made with a certain probability. The issues of development and examples of application of such models can be found in [11] .
In semi-empirical models, general laws (conservation of energy, mass and amount of motion) are used to determine the characteristics of fire propagation. They are written in the form of simplified dependencies, and the corresponding coefficients are selected by generalizing the experimental information. In comparison with empirical (statistical) semiempirical models are more adequate. Development and generalization of traditional models of this type is proposed in [11] . Semi-empirical models are adequate in situations similar to those in which experimental data were collected. Such models are much easier to verify than theoretical ones. Software realization of the proposed computer models of the above types, the technical aspects of their development and capabilities are described in [12] . Intelligent computing and cognitive graphics in semi-empirical models of forest fires. Consider examples of intelligent interactive computing and related graphical visualization. In this module, we note the options for the analysis and visualization of experimental data and results in research, preparation and justification of empirical and semi-empirical models for the case of working with the Rothermel's model [16] . The corresponding analysis was necessary and was carried out in the preparation and justification of generalization (modification) model [11] . The basis of this expression is research and, in particular, the results of field experiments. Wolfram Mathematica allows you to interactively present and analyze similar results. Figure 4 left shows the illustration from [16] and to the right is a screenshot from Mathematica. Working with charts in CAS, you can select the work option in the drop-down menu [17] . You can build distribution maps on the plane σ0β (2D graphics), you can display curvesfamily (1D graphics) [18, 19] . In the 1D graphics, for example, we can use as argument σ and study the family for different β. You can choose β as an argument; see graphs of the family of curves by σ. In any of these options, you can use the slider on the scrolling panel to set any parameter value, in the user window the chart changes immediately [20, 21] . In figure 4 , when you play back the results from [16] for a particular set, in which 3 data sets (shown on the left), you can view the specific values of the original laboratory data.
The user, leading the cursor to a specific point, sees the illumination of the corresponding data series, the values are highlighted to the left of the point. With tools for interactive visualization on the Rothermel's model you can make a few more refinements.
Basic. It should be noted that the expression ξ(σ,β) is not only an interpolation or approximation of laboratory data. The corresponding analysis by means of cognitive graphics confirms the above, if we compare different variants of processing the experimental results. For example, figure 5 shows the dependence ξ(σ,β) and the results of different interpolation options for the case 1/4" Cribs. When comparing Rothermel's curve with the curve obtained by interpolation of the third order, for clarity, the areas where the interpolating function below, filled in a light green, where the above yellow. Points with experimental data are shown, as in the original, by squares. Legend explains the approximation options: additionally, the results of interpolation of experimental data by moving average [22] and moving median [23] methods are given. The fragment in the lower right corner is detail graphics, namely, the insertion of the situation plan [24] [25] [26] . 
IV. CONCLUSION
The mentioned results of computer simulation of forest fires from the author's publications and the presented examples of interactive data processing demonstrate the high efficiency of the cognitive graphics system Wolfram Mathematica.
